The self-assembled structure of submonolayer manganese phthalocyanine (MnPc) on Pb(111) surface is investigated by using low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). A "holelike" superlattice, which is superimposed on the self-assembled nearly quadratic network, is observed. High resolution STM images reveal that there are two distinct azimuthal orientations of MnPc molecules. It is found that by taking the two different orientations the self-assembly can further be optimized energetically by maximizing intermolecular orbital overlapping. It is this intralayer energy minimization process that leads to the characteristic holelike superlattice. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3579493] Understanding the self-assembled structure of organic molecules on single crystalline metal substrate is of great importance due to technological and fundamental interests of molecular thin films.
Understanding the self-assembled structure of organic molecules on single crystalline metal substrate is of great importance due to technological and fundamental interests of molecular thin films.
1-3 Metal phthalocyanine (MPc), whose structure is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) , and their derivatives show many fascinating applications, such as organic semiconductor optoelectronic devices, catalysis, and solar cells, 4-8 their self-assembly has extensively been studied. Due to high spatial resolution capability, scanning tunneling microscope (STM) has proven a powerful technique for investigating the geometric conformations of MPc on various metal substrates in the past few decades. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Two distinctive STM image contrasts dependent of the central metal atom, such as Cu, Ni, Co, and Fe, were revealed, which represent the specific metallic d-orbital occupations in the corresponding MPc molecules. 10, 18 Recent inspection of the MPc geometry indicates that MPc molecules tend to form a quadratic or nearly quadratic lattice due to stronger moleculemolecule interaction and the intrinsic fourfold symmetry of the molecules. Hexagonal lattices are obtained in some experimental conditions, [16] [17] [18] [19] which results from much stronger molecule-substrate interaction. In this case, the geometry of the self-assembled structure is largely determined by that of the metal substrate.
The different overlayer structures have often been explained in terms of a subtle balance between the intralayer energy determined by the molecule-molecule interaction and the overlayer-substrate interface energy. According to the classification of Hooks et al., 2 a commensurate epitaxial relationship between the overlayer and substrate will form when stronger molecule-substrate interaction is involved and the elastic constant of the overlayer is smaller than that of the overlayer-substrate interface. The elastic constant is proportional to the second derivative at the minima of the correa) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
qkxue@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn. sponding potential energy function. In contrary, an incommensurate overlayer will appear if the elastic constant of the overlayer is greatly bigger than that of the overlayer-substrate interface. If the elastic constant of the overlayer is comparable to that of the overlayer-substrate interface, more complicated structures such as point-on-line coincidence, geometrical coincidence, and line-on-line coincidence form. 13, 20 Therefore, an STM study of the self-assembled molecular structures provides an effective approach to understanding the intermolecular interaction and molecule-substrate interaction as well as their competition at atomic level.
In the present study, we have investigated the selfassembled structure of submonolayer MnPc molecules on Pb(111) by using STM. The STM observation reveals a characteristic superstructure made of dark holes that are superimposed on the assembled quadratic structure. By studying bias-dependent high resolution STM images and by comparison to cobalt phthalocyanine (CoPc) molecules, we find that the formation mechanism is different from those reported in previous studies. 14, 21 We show that the long-ranged ordered holes can be understood in terms of intralayer energy minimization via two distinct azimuthal orientations, and relative arrangements of the molecules.
Our experiments were conducted in a commercial Unisoku ultrahigh vacuum low-temperature STM system with a base pressure of 2 × 10 −10 Torr. A molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) chamber connected to the STM chamber was used for in situ preparation of samples. The Pb(111) substrate was obtained by depositing nominal three to four monolayers (ML) 99.999% Pb on the Si(111)-
• -Pb surface. 22 The MnPc molecules (Aldrich Inc.) were thermally sublimated from a homemade Ta boat heated to 600 K onto the Pb substrate. During the deposition, the substrate was kept at room temperature (RT). The condition results in a low deposition rate of approximately 0.01 ML per min, and the resulted self-assembled molecular monolayer is more or less a thermodynamically stable structure. STM topographic images were taken at 80 K with a constant current of 0.1 nA. The features recorded with positive bias voltage reflect the unoccupied electronic states of the sample. The measurements were calibrated based on both Si (111)-7 × 7 reconstruction surface and the atom resolved image of the Pb(111) surface at 80 K. Polycrystalline PtIr or tungsten tips after e-beam heating in the MBE chamber were used for STM measurements. The STM images were processed using the WSxM software. 23 Figure 1(b) shows a typical STM image after deposition of 0.8 ML MnPc on the Pb(111) surface. The sample bias voltage is 0.2 V. The atomically resolved STM image of the uncovered Pb(111) surface is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b) , from which the close-packed directions (white arrows) of the underlying Pb substrate can clearly be seen. From Fig. 1(b) , the quadratic arrangement of MnPc is immediately evident. The nearly quadratic unit cell is outlined by a white square in Fig. 1(c) . Interestingly, there also exists a well-ordered superstructure of dark holes (the white circles), which extends several hundred nanometers. We note that the close-packed directions (blue line) of the assembled molecules deviates slightly by ∼2
• from the close-packed direction of the Pb substrate. As shown by the zoom-in STM image in Fig. 1(c) , each molecule is imaged as a four-lobe feature, suggesting a flat-lying configuration of MnPc on Pb(111). The central bright protrusion results from the highly occupied 3d orbitals of the Mn atom. The observation is consistent with the structure model in Fig. 1(a) and the previous reports of MnPc molecules on other substrates. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] By statistical analysis of several tens STM images and the corresponding fast Fourier transformation (FFT), the lattice parameters of the MnPc overlayer are determined to be a = 1.40 nm, b = 1.39 nm, and θ = 94 ± 3
• . From the parameters, we can deduce the following epitaxial relationship between the MnPc overlayer and the Pb (111) In terms of the measurement errors, the two quasi-integers in the first column of the matrix do not necessarily suggest that the molecules form the well-known point-on-line coincidence with the underlying Pb lattice. 2 This problem will be discussed later on.
The dark holes in Fig. 1(b) form a hexagonal lattice with its close-packed directions rotated by 30
• with respect to those of the substrate lattice. This observation is independent of the bias voltage from −4.0 to 2.0 V, suggesting that the dark holes are unlikely from electronic effect. Tip antifacts are excluded by using different tips and samples. According to the cross-sectional profile [refer to the blue line in Fig. 1(b) ] in Fig. 1(d) , the holes appear darker by an apparent contrast of ∼15 pm compared to the depression between two neighboring molecules. In Fig. 1(d) , the location of the holes is indicated by blue arrows while that of the usual depression by a red arrow.
By superimposing the molecular model on the high resolution STM image [ Fig. 1(c) ], we find that the molecules take two distinct in-plane azimuthal orientations, denoted as α and β orientations, respectively. The angles δ 1 and δ 2 between one of the molecular axes and the lattice vector in α and β orientations are determined to be 25 ± 3
• and 35 ± 3
• , respectively. The angles are comparable with the value for other MPc molecules on metal substrates (between 14
• and 36.5
• ). 16, 19, 24 A surprising result is that the holes exclusively occur between two neighboring molecules with β-orientation, which is different from the regularly ordered faults in previous studies.
14, 20 Therefore, we can correlate the ordered holes with different stacking of the molecules at different orientations. Among three stacking configurations (namely, α-α, α-β, and β-β) along the close-packed direction, a largest distance between the benzene rings [for example, ring I and ring II marked in Fig. 1(c) ] of the neighboring molecules is found in the β-β configuration. It should be pointed out that the areal density of the molecules is equal for three stacking configurations, suggesting that the molecule-substrate interaction and the resulted energy gain is the same for three configurations. Since the larger distance means lesser orbital overlapping between the benzenes and thus weaker molecule-molecule interactions, the observation seems to suggest that the β-β configuration may represent a less stable structure compared to α-α and α-β.
However, careful inspection of the high resolution STM images reveals different features. should occur. Notably, around the hole there exists stronger orbital overlapping between two molecules in the β-β configuration. The contrast between the two pairs of benzene rings of the molecules forming β-β configuration is brighter than those of the α-α and α-β configurations, implying stronger bonding is formed in the β-β configuration. This situation is illustrated by the dotted ellipse in Fig. 2(b) . On the other hand, in α-α and α-β configurations, the four-lobe feature remains as an isolated molecule. It is now clear that by increasing the distance between benzene ring I and ring II with molecule inplane rotation, the orbital overlapping between ring I and ring III and between ring II and ring IV is enhanced. It should lead to a larger energy gain for the β-β configuration. In the case of CoPc on Pb(111) where all molecules take the same orientation, the four-lobe feature of each molecule is clearly seen under the same imaging conditions [ Fig. 1(c) ].
To further understand the overlayer structure, we performed wavelet analysis transform of Fig. 2(a) . 25 The result is shown in Fig. 2(d) , where a well-defined Moiré-like pattern is observed. The supercell orientations of the Moiré pattern are depicted by two white arrows with an angle of η = 54 ± 3
• . Note that the Moiré-like pattern can be acquired for any STM images taken with different sample bias after the similar optimization. The modulated contrasts are expected to be correlated to the different registry sites of the molecules with respect to the underlying substrate atoms. The Moiré pattern suggests that MnPc molecules form an incommensurate structure. It indicates a rather weak molecule-substrate interaction and that the dominant driving force for molecular assembling is the intermolecular interaction. • with respect to each other, as clearly seen in the STM images from Fig. 3(c) to Fig. 3(e) . In terms of the threefold symmetry of the Pb substrate, the observation suggests that the molecule-substrate interaction still plays some roles although it is weak as discussed above. Fig. 3(b) is a 2D-FFT image of Fig. 3(a) , from which three equivalent domain structures can be more obviously identified. 17, 26 Here, it is worthy to point out two features. One is that the first-order reciprocal spots do not form the expected regular 12-fold pattern. The measured angles between any neighboring spots [for example, γ in Fig. 3(b) ] vary from 24
• to 36
• . The second is occurrence of darker spots with fourfold symmetry, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3(b) . Such spots come from Ib domain, which is correlated with Ia domain via mirror symmetry. The results further suggest that the overlayer is incommensurate with the substrate, in agreement with the above wavelet analysis.
In summary, we have investigated the self-assembled structure of MnPc molecules on Pb(111) surface by using STM. A very intriguing superstructure of dark holes is observed. By careful inspection of the high resolution STM images, a new mechanism for self-assembling of metal phthalocyanine molecules is identified. By taking different azimuthal orientations, the intermolecular orbital overlapping is enhanced so that the surface energy can be further minimized.
